“Zephyr” means Cool Breeze
A breeze that represents the youth that will explore the tomorrow, achieving success and
new heights, be it art, music, dance even technology and spreading happiness all around.
Zephyr is the annual cultural fest for Lokmanya Tilak College of Engineering. 2017 is the
22nd year for Zephyr, it has been gradually improving and raising the bar of performance
year by year.

Main Cultural events organized this year by Zephyr are as follows :-

1. Solo Singing
2. Solo Dancing
3. To The Culture ( Solo All style, Breaking and Rap Battle )
4. Group Dance
5. Fashion Show
There are also many events held such as Treasure Hunt, Photography Competition, Twister,
Slow Bike racing, Art Competitions, LAN Gaming etc.

Here we go -

Solo Singing :- A platform where students participate from different sectors and colleges
and represent their college and talent to the best and spend an amazing time along with their
musical touch.
Judge :- Anand Menon # Playback Singer and Performed many Live concerts along with
the stars
Winner - Pranav

Solo Dancing :- One of the most energetic event we have is solo dancing where students
just not participate but also win all the crowd with their moves and grooves and put the
judges into a difficult situation to judge over the best.
Judge :- Kranti Bansod #Bokwa and Hip-Hop Instructor and Zoomba Ambassador
Winner - Akhil Acid

To The Culture :-

To the culture is one of the biggest and best Hip-Hop unite. They organize huge number of
hip-hop events and make them so amazing and live which no other organizers can. It was
the first time ever happened in our college and Navi Mumbai.

All Style Dance Battle :- A battle section where each and every participants represents
themselves with their best moves and battling skills and compete with their opponent and
defeat them. You can get to witness different styles such as Whacking, Hip-Hop, Tutting,
Krump, Old school, House and vice versa.

Judge - TEE J i.e Tejasvi Patil # F.A.M.OUS Crew Mumbai, Dance +2 fame, India's Got
Talent Fame and many.

Breaking Battle :- A battle section where each and every participants represents
themselves or their crew with their best b-boying skills and compete with the opponent and
defeat them. You can get to witness different forms and flips such as footwork, power, flips
and vice versa.
Judge - B-Boy Last Minute #Whoz Who, Sexy Socks, Red Bull BC etc.

Group Dance :-

One of the most awaited and biggest platform to represent yourself and college where
different crews from their colleges arrive here and perform their best routine they got in
themselves or they get trained for 2 or 3 months. One of the most beautiful and amazing
moment where colleges such as VJTI, THadomal, Rizvi, Rait, Sies and many more arrive at
LTCOE to perform and witness the love and happiness we share among ourselves and in
our dance moves.
Judge - Shubhankar Gawde # F.A.M.OUS Crew, Desi Buck, Dance +2 fame, India's Got
Talent Fame, Indian KBest Krump Artist.
Alisha Shaikh # Soul Fresh Crew, Best Urban Lady Dancer.
Winners - 1st Place : KJ Somaiya College, 2nd Place : LT College, 3rd Place : SIES
College

Fashion Show :-

An event which cannot be just described in words, all you need is to witness yourself this
beautiful and glamorous event i.e Fashion Show, where each and every college represnt
thier respective theme, talent and walk to be the best among all and stand in a position to be
so called further in future and enjoy that moment and be the best within yourself.
You can see different types of stories in it, themes, costumes, walks, make ups and team
work where you can compare one college with the other.
Judge - Sanchita Chowdhury #Miss Navi Mumbai 2016, Best Smile of Navi Mumbai 20152016 and many more.
Winners - 1st Place - SNDT College, 2nd Place - LT College

And on the top of it we had the best moment this year so far as we had someone special
who witnessed the evening concert on 17th of Feb,2k17 and shared some amazing,
speechless moments with none other than Shantanu Maheshwari as a guest of
honour & Celeb, the one and only Jhalak Star, WOD winner, Leader of Desi Hoppers, V
Channel Fame and what not.

We all had some amazing time worth along with him and the best moment was when he got
into the stage and did showcase few of his moves along with the college dance crew.

18th February, 2017
The day when everyone unite to just forget all their life back and have fun, dance and grab
the happiness from all around, Yes! we had EDM Night, First time ever happened in
Lokmanya Tilak College Of Engineering where we did set up an International Line up.

The Artists were -

1. DJ D.O.D #Dan O'Donnell (born Lancaster, England), better known as D.O.D., is a
British DJ and record Producer. Active since 2009, D.O.D. was supported at his beginning
by renowned artists such as Laidback Luke, with Mixmash Records hosting most of D.O.D.'s
productions.[2]
A collaboration between him and Laidback Luke, called "Flashing Lights", was released in
April 2014.[3]
D.O.D. performed at Ultra Europe in 2016.

2. DJ DANA JASMINE #(born Ukraine) ( FONK Recordings, Cloud 9 )
One of the most successful female Electronic Music DJs/Producers of our time. Her amazing
start with track "What U Feel" on DANNIC's owned label FONK Recordings opened a new,
young and highly talented name for World Dance Music, got immediately supports from
many big named Top 100 Artists like DANNIC, TOM SWOON, QUINTINO, SWANKY
TUNES, SIMON DE JANO, MADWILL, REGILIO and more... In her upcoming but
impressive career she appeared on the top Nightclubs and Festivals for more than 30
countries around the globe including : UNITED KINGDOM, FRANCE, SWITZERLAND,
ITALY, GERMANY, POLAND, HONG KONG, DUBAI, BRAZIL, PHILIPPINES, THAILAND,
BAHRAIN, INDIA, JORDAN, MAURITIUS, SEYCHELLES, EGYPT , and shared the stage
with CHUCKIE, SHOWTEK, MAJOR LAZER, QUENTIN MOSIMANN just to name a few...

3. DJ CARNIVORE #(born New Delhi) There is much to be said for taking control of your
own destiny, and this is something that New Delhi-based DJ and producer Carnivore is
actually aware of. Music has always been his passion and in 2014 he strapped himself in to
take his first step into the world of music production. He quickly displayed an understanding
and flair for productions which has caught the attention of fellow producers and music fans in
India too. His style is fresh and unique with a real emphasis on big euphoric breakdowns,
energetic builds, and a bouncy as hell drop.

That's All, Hope You All Had A Good Time.

